Kinesiology 500V Seminar: Gender and Culture in the Gym
Winter semester, 2021. On line, canvas and zoom,

Instructor: Dr Patricia Vertinsky, School of Kinesiology

Class Schedule  Monday 1 pm - 4 pm, January 11 – April 12, 2021

This seminar is a graduate research and writing workshop designed to explore physical activity and health behaviours among Asian females in North America, with a special focus upon East Asian students at Universities and Colleges. The course will take place on-line using zoom and canvas, and consist of a variety of readings, group discussions, workshops and presentations.

The recent virus emergency and growing calls for great inclusivity has alerted us that Universities with growing international student populations may need to add more cross-cultural content into their curriculum and fitness programs, increase awareness of cultural differences on campus and provide access to information that might remove physical activity participation barriers. This course will explore cultural aspects of physical activity and health behaviours among East Asian female students from a variety of perspectives. It will examine levels of access (real and perceived) to fitness and sports facilities with the aim of developing a set of research and/or position papers. This collaboration will train students to conduct culturally sensitive focused research activities, collaborate with managers in place, co-author one or more research papers and policy documents and/or develop prescriptions ( in line with current offerings) for more culturally sensitive health, fitness and sport offerings on college and university campuses (and other similar environments).

Course requirements and expectations

Assessments:

Major graded assignments.

In class participation – 10%

The course is set up as a collaborative seminar and my expectation is that students will come to class prepared to participate fully in conversation and perspectives. **10% of the grade** will be based on in-class participation. Throughout the semester I will be asking you to participate in a range of activities such as speaking for several minutes about a reading/issue/experience. These activities, in conjunction with your general level of interest/contribution to discussions will be used to formulate your grade.

The first word (20%)

Each student will be asked to start one seminar with the ‘first word’; this might entail you discussing the suggested readings related to the day’s class, and/ or providing some sort of interesting real-life example that you can demonstrate related to the topic of the week and your own training, background and interests. The ‘first word’ should take 15 - 20 minutes and is intended to be a point of departure for further class discussion. No written work is required for the ‘first word’ beyond notes that you might make for your own use.
Reflections 20% (2 x 10%)  
During this course, you will be asked to write up 2 responses to specific modules. Critical reflection pushes you to engage with the material at a deeper level than simply reading and/or taking notes. Throughout the semester (2 times) you will be asked to come to class with a reflection related to the week’s readings, discuss it with a peer, and turn it in after class. Your reflections should be approximately 2 -3 pages double spaced and should engage with the material at a deeper level than just a summary of a particular reading. Beyond these requirements you have a great deal of latitude. You may write about how an idea from the readings challenges how you previously thought about an issue, or you may try to apply an idea to a research situation of your interest or an everyday experience. You may discuss how the readings for the current week related to something we discussed earlier in the course. Or you may articulate how a particular idea or concept remains unclear or confusing. You do not have to cover or touch upon all the readings for the week, but rather pull out a key idea, theme or concept that is of interest to you and your particular background.

Presentation   10% for presenting final paper or discussion of your project

Final papers   40% For group (or individual) papers. (In relation to group papers, each member will provide information relative to their own contribution).

The final output for the course for each of you consists of either an individual paper or project, or work on a multi-authored journal article; these will focus upon theoretical and/or practical approaches to East Asian females and physical activity, and will be aimed at distinct audiences/journals. Students will decide whether to develop their own paper and/or which article they wish to contribute to depending on their background knowledge and interest. They may also opt to develop a practical paper focused upon quality assurance practices in promoting physical activity and cultural sensitivity.

Schedule and Class Readings

Jan 4   Introduction to the course

Module 1: Describing the objects of inquiry: cultural, scientific, spatial, gender, performance and training issues, perspectives, challenges of sensitivity, data collection. Each class will consist of various combinations of short lectures, individual responses to readings, small group discussions and presentations, and on-line talks from expert visitors.

The proposed output for the course consists of individual papers, and/or or work on one or more multi-authored journal articles; these will focus upon theoretical and/or practical approaches to studies related to East Asian females and physical activity (or similar focus to be discussed with instructor), and will be aimed at distinct audiences/journals/ quality improvement practices.

Students will decide whether to develop their own paper and/or which group article they wish to contribute to dependent on their background knowledge and interest.

Jan 11   Techniques of the body: Current data and analyses related to Asian females and physical activity.
Module 2
Class discussion on Mauss’s *Techniques of the Body* as forerunner to Pierre Bourdieu’s theories on habitus. Followed by analysis of Yan and Cardinal project findings.

Class Readings:


Jan 18 Culture and Gender in the development and promotion of physical culture
Module 3
‘First word’ and focused discussion around different aspects of cultures and gender in relation to physical activity promotion.

Class Readings:

Niko Bernier, Susan Brownell and Thomas Carter, Sport and Sex, Gender and Sexuality, in *The Anthropology of Sport, Bodies, Borders*, University of California Press, 20018, Ch 5, pp146-157.


Jan 25 The influence of space and place: Gender meets culture in the gym
Module 4
‘First word’ and focused discussion on the influence of space and place upon gender and physical activity participation. (examples, Hong Kong: physical activity determinants at the crossroads of east and west; UBC report on space and physical activity; culture meets gender in the gymnasium.

Class readings: Stephanie E. Coen, Mark W. Rosenberg, and Joyce Davidson. “‘It’s Gym, like g-y-m Not J-i-m’: Exploring the Role of Place in the Gendering of Physical Activity.” *Social*
Feb 1  Muscularity and the gendered body: East vs West
Module 5
‘First word’ and discussion around: Why do men desire muscles? Cultural preoccupations with muscularity and the female body, Is muscularity a peculiarly Western preoccupation?


Jan and Terry Todd, The Conversion of Dr Peter Karpovich, *Iron Game History*, 8,4,4-12.


Shigehisa Kuriyama “in *The Expressiveness of the Body and the Divergence of Greek and Chinese Medicine*.  (Preface” (7-14) and “Muscularity and Identity” (111-151)

Feb 8  Cultural issues related to body shape, size, and fat shaming
Module 6
‘First word’, ppt on Embodying Normalcy, and group discussion around cultural preferences for size, body shape and the effects of fat shaming


Feb 15-19  READING WEEK

Feb 22.  Exercise is medicine – whose medicine, whose exercise?
Module 7
‘First word’ and general discussion on ‘exercise is medicine’ and its focus in kinesiology. How do we understand the blurring between TCM and Western biomedicine in relation to exercise? What can we learn from studies blurring these perspectives?


[Walter R Thompson, Worldwide survey of fitness trends for 2020, ACSM Health and Fitness Journal, 23,6,20201-18.]

March 1. Views on exercise, fitness practices and the Asian female body
Module 8
‘First word’ and examination of cultural approaches to fitness practices for the Asian female body; special focus on cultural issues related to menstruation, pregnancy and exercise.


March 8 Examining the Campus climate: Leadership, inclusivity and organizational issues in exercise promotion and fitness programs
Module 9
“First word” and discussion of campus climate as it effects physical activity; barriers to and opportunities for change. Focus on potential for inclusivity and equity
**Class readings:** Malinda S. Smith, with K. Gamarro and M. Toor, A Dirty Dozen: Unconscious Race and Gender Bias in the Academy, in Frances Henry et al., *The Equity Myth, Racialization and Indigeneity at Canadian Universities.* UBC Press, 2017, Ch 11, 263-296.


**Mar 15 Exploring the effects of covid19 on exercise and fitness practices**

Module 10  
‘First word’ and discussion regarding effects of covid on current institutional climate and problems re exercise promotion programs; Opportunities opened by covid experiences; sharing of ideas and projects.


Peter Donnelly, Simon Darnell and Bruce Kidd, Social Policy Tool for Community Sport and Sport for Development in response to Covid 19.

**Mar 22 Discussions and Writing workshops /presentations**

Module 11 Discuss objectives for writing collective interdisciplinary papers/policy reports; required elements in developing research articles/projects; working in small groups to share individual work or support partnership work.

**Class Readings:** Gunilla Oberg, Facilitating Interdisciplinary work: Using quality assessment to create common ground. *Higher Education*, 2009, 57, 405-415.

Editorial, Qualitative Interviews in sport and physical activity research: do not forget the body. *European Journal for Sport and Society*, 16, 1, 1-4, 2019.

**Mar 29 Presentations, group feedback, discussions**

Module 12 Individual or group presentations; Class feedback and support

**April 5 Presentations, Future directions**

Module 13 Individual or group presentations, class feedback, plans for completion, target and submission, critical reviews.